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We give an elementary and constructive, purely algebraic proof for the existence
of noetherian differential operators for primary submodules of finite-dimensional
free modules over polynomial algebras. By means of these operators the submod-
ule can be described by differential conditions on the associated characteristic
variety. This important result and the terminology are due to V. P. Palamodov.
However, his, L. Ehrenpreis' and later J.-E. Bjork's proofs of the existence theoremÈ
use complicated algebraic and analytic techniques and are not constructive as far
as we see. The idea to characterize primary ideals by their associated differential
operators is due to W. Grobner. But M. Noether's Fundamentalsatz is based onÈ
similar ideas and is obviously the origin of Palamodov's terminology. Q 2000
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1. INTRODUCTION
We give an elementary and constructive, purely algebraic proof for the
w xexistence of noetherian differential operators 16 for primary submodules of
finite-dimensional free modules over polynomial algebras. These operators
allow one to characterize the submodule by differential conditions on the
wassociated characteristic variety. The proofs of this important result in 16,
xChap. IV, Section 3, 5, 1, Th. 8.4.5 use complicated algebraic and analytic
techniques and are not constructive as far as we see. The idea to character-
ize primary ideals by their associated differential operators is due to W.
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w x wGrobner 6, 7 . But M. Noether's Fundamentalsatz 19, p. 69 of Section 92,È
xp. 78 of Section 94 is based on similar ideas and is obviously the origin of
Ž Ž . .Palamodov's terminology see 28 below . Noetherian differential opera-
tors play an important part in the proof of the integral representation
theorem which describes any solution of a linear system of partial differen-
tial equations with constant coefficients as an integral over its polynomial-
exponential solutions with respect to measures whose support is contained
w xin the characteristic variety of the system 5, 16 . The significance of this
theorem and especially its constructive aspects for multidimensional sys-
w x w xtems are discussed in 14, Section 7 and 20, Section 7 .
Noetherian operators are constructed in the following situation. Let
w x w xA s F t s F t , . . . , t be the polynomial algebra over an arbitrary field1 n
F in n indeterminates, let J ; A be a prime ideal of Krull-dimension
Ž .d [ dim ArJ and let U be a J-primary submodule of the free module
Aq with the factor module M [ AqrU. The variety of the ideal J is called
Ž .the characteristic ¤ariety Ch M of the module M. A polynomial belongs to
Ž .J if and only if it vanishes on Ch M .
Assume first that F is of characteristic zero and consider the n-dimen-
sional Weyl algebra
w x w x w xF t , › s F t , . . . , t , ›r› t , . . . , ›r› t ; End F tŽ .t 1 n 1 n F
Ž . w xqof polynomial differential operators. If D s D , . . . , D g F t, › is a1 q t
Ž . w xqvectorial differential operator and if ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ is a vector in F t1 q
Ž . q Ž . w xthe expression D ¤ [ Ý D ¤ g F t is well defined and in particu-ks1 k k
Ž . < Ž . Ž .lar D ¤ Ch M s 0 if and only if D ¤ g J. The main theorem below
Ž .implies that there are differential operators D s D , . . . , D gi i1 i q
w xqF t, › , i s 1, . . . , s, such thatt
q
<w xU s ¤ g F t ; For all i s 1, . . . , s : D ¤ Ch M s 0 . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 4i
In this sense U is described by differential conditions on the characteristic
variety of M, for instance
w x m w x i iF t t s ¤ g F t ; ; i s 0, . . . , m y 1: › ¤r› t 0 s 0 .Ž . 4Ž .
w xV. P. Palamodov 16 calls such differential operators D noetherian differ-i
ential operators associated with U if they satisfy additional conditions which
are needed for the proof of the integral representation theorem and which
are made precise in the main theorem below. Notice that the operators Di
Ž .satisfying 1 are by no means unique.
For its further preparation let F be again an arbitrary field. According
to Noether's normalization lemma there is a polynomial algebra B of
Ž .dimension d s dim ArJ such that
w x w x1. A s B t s B t , . . . , t , i.e., that A is a polynomial algebraII dq1 n
over B.
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Ž .2. B l J s 0 and ArJ is a finite s finitely generated B-module
or, in other terms, the generators t s t q J g ArJ, j s d q 1, . . . , n, arej j
integral over B.
There in results the finite field extension
K [ Sy1B s quot B ; Sy1 ArJ s A rJ s quot ArJ \ k JŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J
2Ž .
 4 qwhere S [ B _ 0 . The module M s A rU is a finite, J-coprimary A-
module; hence
 4  4Ass M s J , J s a g A; a: M “ M is nilpotent ,
 4S : A _ J s s g A; s : M “ M is injective . 3Ž .
w x w xLet m q 1 denote the exponent 19, p. 65 , or index 18, p. 234 , of J with
respect to M, i.e., the least k such that J kM s 0, and
q  4I [ 0 : M [ U : A [ a g A; aM s 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
the annihilator of M. Since the map
ArI “ End M , a ‹ x ‹ ax ,Ž . Ž .A
Ž .  4is injective the ideal I is J-primary too or Ass ArI s J , i.e., every
zero-divisor of ArI is nilpotent. The algebra
C [ Sy1 ArI s Sy1ArSy1I s ArI s A rI > m [ Sy1 JrSy1 IŽ . Ž . J J J
5Ž .
is a finite-dimensional, local K-algebra with maximal ideal m s Sy1 JrSy1 I
of exponent m q 1 and residue field
Crm s Sy1ArSy1 J s A rJ s k J . 6Ž . Ž .J J
Let
 4L [ C [ c g C ; c is separable over K ; C 7Ž .sep
denote the separable closure of K in C. Since C is local L is a separable
field extension of K, and the canonical map C “ Crm induces the
isomorphism
can: L ( k J , c ‹ c [ c q m ,Ž . sep
Ž . Ž . y1where k J is the separable closure of K in k J . The module S M ssep
M is a C-, Sy1A-, and A -module of finite length or multiplicityJ J
y1 y1w x w xs [ length M s S M : L r k J : L s S M : K r k J : KŽ . Ž . Ž .A JJ
8Ž .
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 4and contains M since S s B _ 0 consists of non-zero-divisors of M. In
particular, there is an L-isomorphism
s sy1 y1f : S M ( k J s S ArJ . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
ŽMAIN THEOREM AND DEFINITION 1 construction of noetherian opera-
.tors . Data as introduced abo¤e.
Ž . y1 Ž . s y1Ž . si Any L-linear isomorphism f : S M ( k J s S ArJ is a
Ž . Ž . sK-linear differential operator. There is an s g S such that s f M ; ArJ ,0 0
and then
s f s0q q 6D [ s f can: A “ M s A rU ArJŽ .0
is a B-linear differential operator. Since A is a polynomial algebra o¤er B the
differential operator D can be lifted to a B-linear differential operator
q
Tq sD s D : A “ A , ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ ‹ D ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi k 1 q ik ki , k ž /
ks1 is1, . . . , s
with components D : A “ A such that the diagramik
injcanq q y16 6A M s A rU S M
6 6
6
s fD 0s f0
injcan sss 66A k JArJ Ž .Ž .
commutes. In other terms, the B-linear differential operator D induces the
B-monomorphism
sqD s s f : M s A rU “ ArJ , s [ length M , orŽ . Ž .ind, 1 0 A JJ
q
T qU s ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ g A ; for all i s 1, . . . , s : D ¤ g J ,Ž . Ž .Ý1 q ik k½ 5
ks1
and the L-isomorphism
sy1 y1D s s f : S M “ S ArJ .Ž .ind, 2 0
w xAccording to V. P. Palamodo¤ 16, ch. IV, §4, def. 1, cor. 2 , the differential
operator D is called a noetherian operator for the coprimary module M resp.
q q Ž .the primary submodule U of A . The condition Ý D ¤ g J can be and isks1 i k k
usually expressed as
q
<D ¤ Ch M s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý i k k
ks1
nCh M [ Var I s Var J [ z g F ; ;P g I : P z s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
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Ž . Ž .where F denotes the algebraic closure of F and Ch M s Var I the charac-
teristic ¤ariety of M.
Ž . y1 Ž .ii If the extension K s S B ; k J is separable as, for instance,
always in characteristic zero the differential operator D is and the operator D
can be chosen of order m where m q 1 is the exponent of J with respect to M
satisfying J mq 1M s 0.
Ä q sŽ .iii If D, D: A “ A are two B-linear noetherian differential operators
for M s AqrU, i.e., if
q =s q Ä =sU s ¤ g A ; D ¤ g J s ¤ g A ; D ¤ g J , 4Ž . Ž . 4
sslength M ,Ž .A Jj
Ž Ž . s.then there is a unique L-automorphism C g Gl k J such thatL
s ssÄC(can( D s can( D , can: A “ ArJ ; k J .Ž . Ž .
The B-linearity of the operators D of the preceding theorem isi j
decisive in context with the integral representation theorem, and therefore
Palamodov uses the noetherian operator terminology only for operators
with the properties of the preceding theorem and not for all operators
Ž .satisfying 1 .
The existence part, but not the construction of the preceding theorem is
due to V. P. Palamodov for the ground field C. W. Grobner formulated theÈ
problem of the theorem for general primary ideals in characteristic zero in
w x w x Ž .7, p. 130 , and proved it for prime ideals in 6 and for zero- Krull- dimen-
wsional primary ideals whose roots are rational maximal ideals in 8, pp.
x174]178 , by a simple application of Macaulay's inverse systems. The
Ž .special case of zero- Krull -dimensional ideals has been taken up by M. G.
w xMarinari et al. 11 under the name ``Grobner duality,'' the noetherianÈ
w xoperators being called differential conditions. R. Brommer 3 also gave a
Ž .purely algebraic existence proof for the representation 1 in case A is an
algebra essentially of finite type over a perfect field, J is a regular prime
wideal of A, and U is a J-primary ideal of A, but without referring to 1, 5,
x16 ; H. Reitberger pointed out this reference. R. Brommer also used the
w xdifferential calculus exposed in Section 2. Recently P. Hackmann 9 gave a
further purely algebraic existence proof for an algebraically closed base
field of characteristic zero by means of a precise description of the
Ž . Ž .indecomposable injective envelope E ArJ . For zero- Krull- dimensional
w xor maximal prime ideals J these modules were also described in 15 as
modules of polynomial-exponential functions.
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The new constructive proof of the theorem relies on three simple, but
decisive observations:
1. As explained above the general J-coprimary module M can be
Ž . y1reduced to the zero- Krull- or K-finite-dimensional module S M with
the associated maximal ideal Sy1 J. This reduction procedure was already
w xused in 19, Section 94 , and was also used in Palamodov's and Bjork'sÈ
wproof of the existence of noetherian operators 16, Ch. IV, Section 3, p.
x161, 1, Ch. 8, Section 4, p. 350 .
Ž .2. Any L-linear map as in 9 is a K-linear differential operator.
Ž .3. The B-module Diff M, N of B-linear differential operatorsA r B
between A-modules M and N is a functor of these modules.
Theorem 1 is proven in Section 4. Algorithm 15 sums up all necessary
Ž . Ž .construction steps. In Eqs. 27 and 28 we explain the connection of the
theorem with M. Noether's Fundamentalsatz. The needed effective compu-
w xtations are taken from W. Vasconcelos' book 18 and are discussed in
Remark 17. In Section 2 we explain the needed elementary theory of
w xdifferential operators as exposed in the book 4 by M. Demazure and P.
Gabriel, and in Section 3 we apply this to finite-dimensional local algebras
y1Ž .and in particular to C s S ArI .
2. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
w xThis section is an adaption of 4, Ch. II, Section 4.5 . Let B be any
commutative ring and A a commutative B-algebra. An A m A-module XB
is an A-A-bimodule X with
a m a ( x s a xa , bx s xb for b g B.Ž .1 2 1 2
In particular, A itself is an A m A-bimodule and, conversely, A m A isB B
a left and a right A-module via
inj : A “ A m A , a ‹ a m 1, a a m a [ aa m a ,Ž .1 B 1 2 1 2
inj : A “ A m A , a ‹ 1 m a, a m a a [ a m a a.Ž .2 B 1 2 1 2
LEMMA AND DEFINITION 2. The multiplication map
A m A “ A , a m a ‹ a aB 1 2 1 2
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is A m A-linear and an algebra epimorphism, and hence its kernel I is anB A r B
ideal of A m A and indeedB
I s A 1 m a y a m 1 andŽ .ÝA r B
agA
I mq 1 s A 1 m a y a m 1 ) ??? ) 1 m a y a m 1Ž . Ž .ÝA r B 0 0 m m
a , . . . , a gA0 m
for all m G 0.
Proof. If Ý a m b g I then Ý a b s 0 g A andi i i A r B i i i
a m b s a m b y a b m 1 s a 1 m b y b m 1 .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i i i i
i i i i
For any A m A-module X we define the B-linear derivationB
ad: A “ End X , a ‹ ad a , ad a x [ xa y ax ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B
which satisfies the product rule
ad a a s ad a 1 m a q a m 1 ad a orŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
ad a a x s ad a x a q a ad a x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
The annihilator
0 : I mq 1 [ x g X ; For all c g I mq 1 : c( x s 0 4Ž .A r B A r BX
s x g X ; ;a , . . . , a g A: 1 m a y a m 1 Ž .0 m 0 0
) ??? ) 1 m a y a m 1 ( x s 04Ž .m m
s x g X ; ;a , . . . , a g A: ad a ( ??? (ad a x s 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž .0 m 0 m
10Ž .
is an A m A-submodule of X. Consider, in particular, for A-modules MB
Ž .and N, the A m A-bimodule Hom M, N with the structureB B
a m a ( D x [ a D a x , ad a D x s D ax y aD x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .for a , a , a g A, D g Hom M, N and x g M.1 2 B
DEFINITION 3. The A m A-submoduleB
Diff m M , N [ 0 : I mq 1Ž . Ž .A r B A r B Ž .Hom M , NB
s D g Hom M , N ; ;a , . . . , a Ž .B 0 m
g A: ad a ( ??? (ad a D s 04Ž . Ž . Ž .0 m
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Ž .of Hom M, N is called the module of B-linear differential operators ofB
Ž .order at most m from M to N, in particular
Diff 0 M , N s Hom M , N .Ž . Ž .A r B A
Likewise the module
‘
‘ mDiff M , N [ Diff M , N [ Diff M , NŽ . Ž . Ž .DA r B A r B A r B
ms0
is the A m A-module of all B-linear differential operators from M to N.B
If f : M “ M and g : N “ N are A-linear the B-linear map1 1
Hom f , g : Hom M , N “ Hom M , N , D ‹ g ( D( f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .B B 1 1
is indeed A m A-linear and induces the A m A-linear mapB B
Diff m f , g : Diff m M , N “ Diff m M , N , 0 F m F ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .A r B A r B A r B 1 1
11Ž .
m Ž .In other words, Diff -, - is a left exact functor. For 0 F m - ‘ it isA r B
representable. Indeed, the canonical isomorphism
Hom A m M , N ( Hom M , N , F l D ,Ž . Ž .A B B
F a m x s aD x , a g A , x g M , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .
is A m A-linear too, the A m A-structure on the left being derived fromB B
Ž .Ž .that of A m M given by a m a a m x [ a a m a x. The mapB 1 2 1 2
m m mq1d : M “ P M [ A m M rI ( A m M , x ‹ 1 m x,Ž . Ž . Ž .A r B B A r B B
Ž .is the universal B-linear differential operator of order at most m; i.e.,
Ž .12 induces the functorial isomorphism
Hom P m M , N ( Diff m M , N , f l D ,Ž . Ž .Ž .A A r B A r B
mD s f ( d , f a m x s aD x , a g A , x g M .Ž .Ž .
For M s A there in results the universal mth order differential operator
m m m mq1d : A “ P ArB [ P A s A m A rI , a ‹ 1 m a,Ž . Ž . Ž .A r B B A r B
and the isomorphism
Hom P m ArB , N ( Diff m A , N , f l D ,Ž . Ž .Ž .A A r B
D a s f 1 m a .Ž . Ž .
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w x w xEXAMPLE 4. If A s B t s B t , . . . , t is a polynomial algebra the1 r
mŽ .module P ArB is A-free. Indeed
w x w x w xA m A s B t m B t s B t m 1, 1 m tB B i i is1, . . . , r
w x w xs B t m 1, 1 m t y t m 1 s B t , . . . , t , h , . . . , hi i i 1 r 1 ris1, . . . , r
w xs B t , h
where t m 1 s identification t and h [ 1 m t y t m 1Ž .i i i i i
is also a polynomial algebra in 2 r indeterminates t and h . With thisi i
identification the ideal I is given asA r B
r
mq 1 a r < <w x w xI s B t , h h , I s B t , h h ; a g N , a s m q 1 4Ý ÝBw t xr B i Bw t xr B
ais1
Ž . r a a1 a r < <where a s a , . . . , a g N , h [ h ) ??? ) h and a [ a1 r 1 r 1
q ??? qa . The second injection from A into A m A isr B
w x w x w x ainj : B t “ A m A s B t , h s [ B t h ,r2 B a g N
P s P t ‹ 1 m P t s P 1 m t s P t q h s DaP t haŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ragN
with
¡ b byat if a F b ,a b ~ ž /D t s 13a Ž .¢
0 otherwise,
in particular
1
a < a < aD s › r› t if Q ; B ; A ,
a !
where a F b signifies that a F b for all i s 1, . . . , r. There in results thei i
universal B-linear differential operator of order m
m m aw x w x w xd : B t “ P B t rB s [ B t hŽ . < a < F m
a aP ‹ P t q h s D P t hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
< <a Fm
m a rŽ w x . w xwhere P B t rB is a free B t -module with the basis h , a g N ,
< <a F m. The equations
aa b aybah s t q h y t s t q h yt , henceŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /b
bFa
a aayb b ayba m bh s yt t q h s yt d t 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž / ž /b b
bFa bFa
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mŽ a . < < mŽ .imply that the vectors d t , a F m, are also an A-basis of P ArB ,
i.e.,
m a m aw x w x w xP B t rB s [ B t h s [ B t d t ,Ž .r rŽ . a g N , < a < F m a g N , < a < F m
a aybm a a a m bd P s D P h s D P yt d t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ž /b
< < < <a Fm bFa , a Fm
15Ž .
r < <In other words, for every choice of vectors y g N, a g N , a F m,a
w xthere is a unique B-linear differential operator D: B t “ N of order at
most m such that
a r < <D t s y for all a g N , a F m , viz.,Ž . a
a aybaD P s D P yt y . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý bž /b
< <bFa , a Fm
Moreover, given any A-epimorphism g : N “ N , every B-linear differen-1 2
w xtial operator D : B t “ N of order m can be lifted to a B-linear2 2
w xdifferential operator D : B t “ N of the same order with g ( D s D .1 1 1 2
We need the following behavior of differential operators under localiza-
tion. Assume that B is noetherian, S is a multiplicative submonoid of B,
and M and N are A-modules which are finite as B-modules. We use the
standard identification
Sy1 Hom M , N s Hom Sy1M , Sy1N s Hom y1 Sy1M , Sy1N ,Ž . Ž . Ž .B B S B
D x D xŽ .y1 y1 y1s s S D , S D sŽ . Ž . ž /s t t
which induces the inclusion
Sy1 Diff m M , N ; Diff m Sy1M , Sy1NŽ . Ž .A , B A r B
s Diff my1 y1 Sy1M , Sy1N .Ž .S A r S B
If N is S-torsionfree, i.e., if sy s 0 implies y s 0 for s g S and y g N,
Ž .then so is Hom M, N and thenB
Sy1 Diff m M , N s Diff m Sy1M , Sy1NŽ . Ž .A , B A r B
s Diff my1 y1 Sy1M , Sy1N . 17Ž . Ž .S A r S B
wThe following result can, for instance, be derived from 12, Sections
x25]26 , but we give a simple direct proof. The multiplication map a m a1 2
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‹ a a admits the left A-linear section a ‹ a m 1, and thus induces the1 2
direct decomposition
Am AsA 1m1 [I , a ma sa a m1qa 1ma ya m1 ,Ž . Ž .B A r B 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
1 2P ArB s A 1 m 1 [ V ArB , V ArB [ I rI ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . A r B A r B
1d a s 1 m a s a 1 m 1 q d a , d a [ 1 m a y a m 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
of A-modules. For an arbitrary A-module N the A-module
Der A , N [ D g Hom A , N ; D a a s a D a q a D a 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B B 1 2 2 1 1 2
of B-linear deri¤ations from A to N coincides with D g
1 Ž . Ž . 4Diff A, N ; D 1 s 0 . This implies that the universal differentialA r B
operator d1 of order one induces the universal B-linear derivation
1d: A “ V Ar, B , a ‹ d a s d a y a 1 m 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
i.e., the functorial isomorphism
Hom V ArB , N ( Der A , N , C l D , D a s C d a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A B
holds. From Lemma 2 we get
V ArB s Ad A s Ad a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
agA
w x Ž . r Ž .LEMMA 5. If A s B a , . . . , a then V ArB s Ý Ad a .1 r is1 i
Ž . w xProof. Let a s f a , . . . , a g A be any element where f g B t , . . . , t1 r 1 r
is a polynomial. The derivation d satisfies the product rule; hence
r
d a s › fr› t a , . . . , a d a andŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i 1 r i
is1
r
V ArB s Ad a s Ad a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i
agA is1
THEOREM 6. If K ; L is a finite-dimensional separable field extension
then
Hom M , N s Diff 0 M , N s Diff M , NŽ . Ž . Ž .L L r K L r K
for all L-spaces M and N.
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Proof. Recall that
Diff m M , N s 0 : I mq 1Ž . Ž .L r K L r K Ž .Hom M , NK
for all M and N and in particular
Diff 0 M , N s 0 : I s Hom M , N .Ž . Ž .Ž .L r K L r K LŽ .Hom M , NK
2 Ž .Therefore it suffices to show that I s I or V LrK s 0. But LL r K L r K
w x Ž . Ž .admits a primitive element a ; hence L s K a and V LrK s Ld a .
Since the extension K ; L is assumed separable the minimal polynomial
w x Ž .f g K t of a has a as a simple root and thus f 9 a / 0. The equation
Ž .f a s 0 finally implies
0 s d f a s f 9 a d a , hence d a s 0 and V LrK s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
3. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS AND DUALITY FOR
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL LOCAL ALGEBRAS
In this section we assume that C is a finite-dimensional local K-algebra
over a field K with maximal ideal m of exponent m q 1, m mq 1 s 0, and
residue field Crm. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 this situation is
y1Ž .  4obtained by applying the localization functor S y , S [ B _ 0 , to the
Ž .F-algebra ArI, I s 0 : M . Let
 4L [ C [ c g C ; c is separable over Ksep
denote the separable closure of K in C. Here an element c g C is called
separable over K if its minimal polynomial has only simple roots in an
w xalgebraic closure of K or, equivalently, if K c is a finite product of
separable field extensions of K. Since C is local C is itself a separablesep
field extension of K, and the canonical map can: C “ Crm induces a
K-monomorphism
can: L s C “ Crm , c ‹ c [ c q m . 18Ž . Ž .sepsep
Ž .LEMMA 7. The canonical map 18 is an isomorphism. More precisely, if
Ž . w x Ž Ž . .g g Crm has the minimal polynomial f g K X with f 9 g / 0 thensep
Ž .there is a unique root c of f in C abo¤e g , i.e., satisfying c s g and f c s 0.
The map
s : Crm “ C , g ‹ s g [ cŽ . Ž .sep sep
Ž .is the section of the canonical map C “ Crm .sep sep
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Proof. The result and proof are standard. We repeat the proof given in
w x17, Chap. II, Section 4, Prop. 7 since the construction of s is needed for
the construction of the noetherian operators in the main theorem 1.
Ž .If c s g the inequality f 9 c s f 9 g / 0 impliesŽ .
f 9 c g C _ m s U C [ group of units of C.Ž . Ž .
If c and c q h, h g m , are roots of f above g then
0 s f c q h y f c s f 9 c h q h2c, c g C ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ã Ã
or
y1 2 2h s yf 9 c h c g C) h .Ž . Ã
Since h g m and m is nilpotent this implies h s 0 and the uniqueness of
the root c of f above g .
To show the existence of such a root choose any c with c s g and0 0
define the sequence c , c , . . . by Newton's procedure0 1
y1c [ c y f 9 c f c , k s 0, 1, . . . .Ž . Ž .kq1 k k k
Inductively one obtains
f c ’ 0 m 2
k
and c f c m 2 k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .k kq1 k
mq 1 Ž .in particular c s g for all k G 0. But m s 0; hence f c s 0 andk p
pc s g if 2 G m q 1. The isomorphismp
w x w x w x w xK X rK X f ( K c ( K g , X ‹ c [ c ‹ g ,p
implies that c is separable; hence c g L s C and c s g .sep
Ž .COROLLARY 8. If g , . . . , g are a K-basis of Crm then c [1 t sep 1
Ž . Ž .s g , . . . , c [ s g are a K-basis of L s C .1 t t sep
COROLLARY 9. If the residue field Crm of C is separable o¤er K as, for
instance, always in characteristic zero then L is a coefficient field of C, i.e.,
L ( Crm , c ‹ c, or C s L [ m ,
and indeed the unique one containing K.
If the extension K ; Crm is not separable C still has a coefficient field
w xas an equicharacteristic complete local ring 12, Th. 28.3 , but this does not
contain K in general as we need it here. The following theorem holds
without any separability assumptions.
THEOREM 10. If C is a finite-dimensional local K-algebra and L [ Csep
is the separable closure of K in Crm then
Hom M , N s Diff M , NŽ . Ž .L Cr K
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for all C-modules M and N. If , in addition, the maximal ideal m of C has the
exponent m q 1, m mq 1 s 0, and if the residue field extension K ; Crm is
separable then
Hom M , Crm s Diff m M , Crm s Diff m M , CrmŽ . Ž . Ž .L Cr K Cr L
for all C-modules M.
Ž .Proof. i Since K ; L is separable Theorem 6 yields the first inclu-
sion
Diff M , N ; Diff M , N s Diff 0 M , N s Hom M , N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Cr K L r K L r K L
Ž .ii We prove that the ideal I or all its generators 1 m c y c m 1 gCr L
C m C are nilpotent from which we then inferL
Hom M , N s Diff M , N ; Diff M , NŽ . Ž . Ž .L Cr L Cr K
as asserted.
Assume first that C is a field. If this is separable over K or L s C the
equality I s 0 is obvious. This holds if the characteristic p of K isL r L
zero. If p ) 0 the extension L ; C is purely inseparable and there is an
index e such that c p
e g L for all c g C. This implies that
p e e ep p1 m c y c m 1 s 1 m c y c m 1 s 0 g C m CŽ . L
from which the nilpotency of I follows.Cr L
In general the maximal ideal m of C is nilpotent and so is the kernel
m m C q C m m s ker C m C “ C m C , c m c ‹ c m cŽ .L L 1 2 1 2
where C [ Crm denotes the residue field. But according to the preced-
ing argument any element 1 m c y c m 1, c g C, is nilpotent in C m C.L
Hence there is an index k such that
k1 m c y c m 1 g m m C q C m m .Ž .
The nilpotency of the latter kernel ideal implies that 1 m c y c m 1 is
nilpotent as asserted.
Ž .iii Assume finally that K ; Crm is separable so that L is a coeffi-
cient field of C or C s L [ m. For c s l q x g C s L [ m this implies
Ž . Ž .ad c s ad x since 1 m l y l m 1 s 0 g C m C. For every L-linear mapL
f : M “ Crm this yields
ad c f y s ad x f y s f xy y xf y s f xy , y g M ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .since xf y g m Crm s 0. For m q 1 elements
c s l q x g C s L [ m , i s 0, . . . , m ,i i i
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this gives
ad c ( ??? (ad c f y s f x ) ??? ) x ) y s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 m 0 m
since x ) ??? ) x g m mq 1 s 0. Hence0 m
Hom M , Crm : Diff m M , Crm : Diff M , CrmŽ . Ž . Ž .L Cr L Cr K
s Hom M , Crm .Ž .L
COROLLARY 11. In the situation of Theorem 10 let N be a finite C-mod-
ule of length s. Then
w x w xs s length N s N : L r Crm : L s N : K r Crm : K ,Ž . Ž . Ž .C
19Ž .
Ž . sand any L-linear isomorphism F: N ( Crm is indeed a K-linear differen-
tial operator. If the additional conditions of the theorem are satisfied it is of
order at most m.
Ž .Proof. Only Eq. 19 has to be shown. But this follows directly from a
composition series
N s N > N > ??? > N s 0 with factors N rN ( Crm .0 1 s iy1 i
For the following construction of a special L-isomorphism F: N (
Ž . s Ž .Crm we assume that the residue field extension K ; Crm is separa-
ble and hence
w xC s L [ m , s s length N s N : L .Ž .C
wŽ . xLet g , . . . , g , t [ Crm : K , be a K-basis of Crm or1 t
t t
Crm s Kg , L s Kc , c [ s g . 20Ž . Ž .[ [i i i i
is1 is1
For the algorithm we need several effective constructions for finite C-mod-
ules which are available for the relevant cases of the introduction by
means of Grobner basis algorithms. The socle of the module N isÈ
 4So N [ 0 : m [ x g M m x s 0 , Cx s Lx for x g So N .Ž . Ž . Ž .N
21Ž .
If the module N is not zero nor is its socle.
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ALGORITHM 12. We construct an isomorphic K-linear differential oper-
Ž . sator F: N ( Crm by means of an L-basis x , . . . , x of N such that all1 s
k
N [ Lx , k s 1, . . . , s,[k i
is1
are C-submodules of N. Assume that x , . . . , x , k - s, have already been1 k
constructed inductively. Then
k k
N [ Lx s Cx and NrN / 0;[ Ýk i k k
is1 is1
hence
So NrN s 0 : m s N : m rN / 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .NrNk k kNk
Ž .Choose any x g N : m _ N . Then x , . . . , x are L-linearly inde-kq1 k N k 1 kq1
pendent and
N s N [ Lx s N q Cx since m x : N .kq1 k kq1 k kq1 kq1 k
We thus obtain the decomposition N s N s [s Lx and the L-isomor-s iis1
phism
ssF : N ( L ( Crm ,Ž .
s
TTx s l x ‹ l , . . . , l ‹ l , . . . , l .Ž . Ž .Ý i i 1 s 1 s
is1
Ž .With 20 we obtain the K-linear differential operator of order m
s t
s
F : N s Kc x ( Crm ,Ž .[ [ j i
is1 js1
t
c x ‹ g d , k c x ‹ k gÝ Ýj i j i i j j i i j jž /i , j js1 is1, . . . , s
Ž . swhere d g Crm is the ith standard basis vector.i
The L-isomorphism F of the preceding algorithm can be evaluated at
every x g N if the basis representation of x can be constructed.
ALGORITHM 13. This algorithm computes the basis representation
s t
x s k c x , k g K , x g N ,Ý Ý i j j i i j
is1 js1
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by recursion on i s s, s y 1, . . . , 1. Assume that the k have been con-i j
structed for i s k q 1, . . . , s such that
s t
y [ x y k c x g N s N [ Lx .Ý Ý i j j i k ky1 k
iskq1 js1
Then
y g N rN s Cx , hence y ’ cx N for some c g C.Ž .k ky1 k k ky1
The residue class c of c has the K-basis representation
t t
c s k g g Crm ( L, hence s c s k c ,Ž .Ý Ýk j j k j j
js1 js1
s t
c y s c x g m N ; N and x y k c xŽ .Ž . Ý Ýk k ky1 i j j i
isk js1
s y y s c x ’ c y s c x ’ 0 N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k ky1
Hence the basis representation can be constructed by recursion on i.
Theorem 10 can be formulated as a duality theorem. Indeed, let E [
Ž . Ž .End Crm denote the L-endomorphism matrix ring of the L-spaceL
Crm. The functor
M ‹ D M [ Hom M , CrmŽ . Ž .L
induces the categorical duality
op 4  4Finite-dimensional L-spaces ( Finite left E-modules
M ‹ D M [ Hom M , Crm , Hom N , Crm g N. 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L E
Ž .Here Hom M, Crm is a left E-module viaL
ef x [ e f x for e g E, f g Hom M , Crm .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L
The canonical Gelfand map
r : M “ Hom Hom M , Crm , Crm , r x f [ f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E L
is an L-isomorphism. If M is a C-module and hence a C-, L-bimodule its
Ž . Ž .Ž .dual Hom M, Crm is a C-, E-bimodule with the C-structure cf x [L
Ž .f cx . The Gelfand map is even a C-isomorphism.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 14. The duality D y from 22 induces the categorical
duality
op 4  4Finite C-modules ( Finite left C-E-bimodules
M ‹ D M [ Hom M , Crm s Diff M , Crm 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L Cr K
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Ž .with the quasi-in¤erse N ‹ Hom N, Crm . If the residue field extensionE
K ; Crm is separable the equality
D M s Hom M , Crm s Diff m M , CrmŽ . Ž . Ž .L Cr K
holds. If the maximal ideal m of C is rational or K s Crm and L s K then
Ž . Ž .D M s Hom M, K is the standard dual of the finite K-space M. ThisK
w xcase was treated in 8 for cyclic coprimary modules.
4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We return to the data of the Introduction and give some more details on
its preparatory remarks. We have used the normalization theorem in the
w xexplicit form of 13, Th. 14.2 : There are elements
w xz , . . . , z g A s F t , z s t q f t for j s 1, . . . , d ,Ž .1 n j j j II
t [ t , . . . , tŽ .II dq1 n
w x w x w xsuch that F t is a finite F z s F z , . . . , z -module and1 n
n
w x w xF z l J s F z z .Ý j
jsdq1
The polynomials f have coefficients in the prime field. If F is infinitej
they can be chosen linear with coefficients in F. We infer that z , . . . , z1 n
are algebraically independent over F and that z , . . . , z , t , . . . , t are1 d dq1 n
generators of A, i.e.,
w x w x w x w x w xA s F z , t s F z , . . . , z , t , . . . , t s F z t s B t ,I II 1 d dq1 n I II II
w xB [ F z ,I
and
² :w x w x w x w xB s F z ( F z r z s F z r J l F z “ ArJŽ .I II
is a finite homomorphism. The finite A-module M from Theorem 1 is
Ž . w xJ-coprimary; hence 3 holds according to 2, Ch. IV, Section 2, Prop. 1 . In
particular, a power of J annihilates M and thus its minimal exponent
m q 1 with J mq 1M s 0 or J mq 1 : I exists. Since ArJ is a finite B-mod-
ule so are all factors J iy1rJ i, ArJ i and ArI and M too. The monoid
 4S s B _ 0 : A _ J consists of non-zero-divisors of ArJ, and hence the
finite monomorphism B “ ArJ induces the finite monomorphism
K [ Sy1B s F z “ Sy1 ArJŽ . Ž .I
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y1Ž .of integral domains. Since K is a field so is S ArJ , and this signifies
Ž .that the latter is indeed the quotient field of ArJ as already stated in 2 :
Sy1 ArJ s Sy1ArSy1 J s A rJ s quot ArJ s k J .Ž . Ž . Ž .J J
y1 y1 Ž .w xIn particular, S J is a maximal ideal of S A s F z t . Since ArI is aI II
y1Ž .finite B-module the algebra C [ S ArI is finite dimensional over K,
Ž . Ž . y1and the equations 5 and 6 hold. Likewise, S M is a finite-dimensional
Ž .K-vector space which contains M since S : A _ J consists of non-zero-
divisors of M. In particular, it is Sy1 J-coprimary with the minimal expo-
Ž y1 mq1.Ž y1 .nent m q 1 such that S J S M s 0. For any finite C-module N
Ž .the localization N coincides with N since C _ m s U C consists of them
units of C. This applies to C, Crm , and Sy1M and furnishes
y1 y1 w xC s S ArS I s F z t rF z I s CŽ . Ž .i II I m
s Sy1ArSy1I y1 y1 s A rI ,Ž . S JrS I J J
Crm s Crm s A rJ s k J ,Ž . Ž .m J J
Sy1M s Sy1M s Sy1M y1 y1 s M .Ž . Ž . S JrS Im J
The considerations of Section 3 are applicable to the finite C-module
Sy1M over the finite-dimensional local K-algebra C.
Ž .Proof of the main theorem 1. i The data are those from the introduc-
tion with the specifications from above. In particular, we use the separable
field extension
w xK ; L [ C s F z t rF z I ( Crm s k JŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . sep sepsepsep I II I
and the length or multiplicity of Sy1M as Sy1A-, A -, or C-module:J
y1 y1w xs [ length S M s length M s S M : L r k J : L .Ž . Ž . Ž .C A JJ
We choose any L-isomorphism, for instance, by means of Algorithm 12,
s sy1 y1F : S M ( k J s S ArJ .Ž . Ž .
Due to Theorem 10 this is a K-linear differential operator, say, of order p
which, in general, is much greater than the exponent m. Hence
s sp y1 y1 p y1 y1
y1 y1F g Diff S M , S ArJ s Diff S M , S ArJŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Cr K S A r S B
sp y1 y1s Diff S M , S ArJ .Ž .Ž .A r B
Ž .By 11 the composition
scan Fq q y1 y16 6D s D , . . . , D : A M s A rU ; S M S ArJŽ .ž /1 q
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and its components
sy1D : A “ S ArJ , D P s F Pd ,Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k
Pd [ 0, . . . , 0, P , 0, . . . , 0 q U g M ,Ž .k
w xare also B-linear differential operators of order p. The algebra A s B tII
w x Ž .s B t , . . . , t is polynomial so that by 16 D is uniquely determined bydq1 n
the images
sa a y1 a a adq 1 nD t s F t d g S ArJ , t [ t ) ??? ) t ,Ž .Ž . Ž .k II II k II dq1 n
nyd < <a s a , . . . , a g N , a [ a q ??? qa F p ,Ž .dq1 n dq1 n
ks1, . . . , q.
24Ž .
Ž .The finitely many elements from 24 have a common denominator s g B.0
Choose vectors y a g As such thatk
sa a nyd < <y s s F t d g ArJ for all a g N , a F p ,Ž .Ž .k 0 II k
ks1, . . . , q.
25Ž .
Ž .Again due to 16 there are unique B-linear differential operators D :k
A “ As such that
a a s nyd < <D t s y g A for all a g N , a F p , k s 1, . . . , q ,Ž .k II k
26Ž .
and then the differential operator
q
q sD [ D , . . . , D : A “ A , D ¤ , . . . , ¤ [ D ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 s 1 q k k
ks1
has the properties asserted in Theorem 1.
Ž . Ž .ii If the residue field extension K ; k J is separable the differential
Ž mq 1operator F is of order p s m according to Theorem 10 where J M s
.0 and the same holds for the constructed D by definition.
Ž . q siii An arbitrary B-linear noetherian differential operator D: A “ A ,
Ž .s [ length M , for M or U induces a B-monomorphism D and aA J ind, 1J
K-isomorphism D such that the diagramind, 2
injcanq q y16 6A M s A rU S M
6 6
6
DD ind, 2Dind, 1
injcan sss 66A k JArJ Ž .Ž .
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commutes. Indeed this follows from
sq y1 y1w xU s ¤ g A ; can( D ¤ s 0 and S M : K s S ArJ : K . 4Ž . Ž .
Moreover D is a differential operator since D is one, and this impliesind, 2
by Theorem 10 that D is indeed L-linear. Another noetherian differ-ind, 2
Ä Äential operator D for M likewise induces the L-isomorphism D . Theind, 2
Ä y1L-automorphism C [ D ( D is the unique L-linear map or K-lin-ind, 2 ind, 2
ear differential operator satisfying
Ä ÄD s C( D or can( D s C(can( D.ind, 2 ind, 2
ALGORITHM 15. The preceding theorem contains the following algo-
rithm for the computation of the noetherian operator for M if the residue
Ž .field extension K ; k J is separable and m q 1 is the nilpotency expo-
nent with J mq 1M s 0
Ž . y1 y1Ž . si Construct the L-isomorphism F: S M ( S ArJ by means of
Algorithm 12.
Ž .ii Compute the images
sa y1 nyd < <F t d g S ArJ for all a g N , a F m , k s 1, . . . , q ,Ž .Ž .II k
with Algorithm 13 and choose a common denominator s of these images0
a s Ž .and representatives y g A such that 25 is satisfied.k
Ž . Ž .iii Then the differential operators D from 26 give rise to thek
noetherian differential operator
q
q sD s D , . . . , D : A “ A , ¤ , . . . , ¤ ‹ D ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 s 1 q k k
ks1
for U where D : A “ As has the explicit formk
q
a ayba bD P s D P yt yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk kž /b
ks1 < <bFa , a Fm
a Ž .Ž < a < a .and where D s 1ra! › r› t in characteristic zero.II
EXAMPLE 16. Let
22 3 2 2 3² : ² :w xF [ Q, A s Q t , t , J s t q t , I s J s t q t ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 1
22 3² :w x w x w xMsArIsQ t , t r t qt , BsQ t ;AsB t , t st ,Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 II 2
² 2 3:w xK s Q t ; k J s Q t t r t q t s K [ Kt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1
t [ t \ g , g [ 1,2 2 1
2 2y1 2 3 2 3 2 3² : ² : ² :w xC s S M s Q t t r t q t > m s t q t r t q t .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
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It is easily seen that for these data the operator
1 2w x w x: Q t “ Q t›r› tž /2
w xis a noetherian operator for I 16, Ch. IV, Section 4, Prop. 3 . We use
Algorithm 15 to construct another operator. The next computations take
Ž .w x ²Ž 2 3.2:place in C s Q t t r t q t . We write t and t for the residue1 2 2 1 1 2
classes in C too to avoid a cumbersome notation.
Ž . Ž .i First we construct the section s : k J ( C \ L of the canonicalsep
map and then conclude
L s K [ Ks t s Kc [ Kc , c s s g s 1,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1
c ss g ss t .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž .The element s t is computed with the algorithm contained in the proof
Ž .of Lemma 7. The minimal polynomial of t s t over Q t is of course2 1
f s X 2 q t 3; hence f 9 s 2 X and1
y1 y1 2 3c s t y f 9 t f t s t y 2 t t q t g C.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Ž 2 3.2The defining equation t q t s 0 g C implies2 1
1
y1 y6 2 3 y3 2 3t s yt t t q 2 t and c s s t s t t t q 3t .Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 12
Ž .ii The construction of the L-basis x and x of C is trivial; indeed1 2
x [ t 2 q t 3 g m ; C , x [ 1.1 2 1 2
There in results the L-isomorphism
2
F : C ( k J , F c x s g d ,Ž . Ž .j i j i
0
F 1 s F c x s g d s ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 ž /1
12 3F t q t s F c x s g d s ,Ž .Ž .2 1 1 1 1 1 ž /0
0F s t s F c x s g d s ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 2 2 2 ž /t
t2 3F s t t q t s F c x s g d s .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 1 2 1 2 1 ž /0
The element t g C is decomposed as2
t s s t q t y s t g C s L [ m , t s t .Ž . Ž .2 2 2
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But
1 1
y3 2 3 y3 3 3 3t y s t s t y t t t q 3t s t 2 t t y t y 3t tŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 22 2
1 1 1
y3 2 3 y3 y3s y t t t q t s y t t x s y t s t xŽ .Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 12 2 2
1
y3s y t c x ;1 2 12
hence
1
y3F t s F s t q F t y s t s F c x y t F c xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 1 2 12
1 y3t yt tr20 y3 1s y t s .1ž / ž / ž /t 02 t
Ž . Ž . Ž . 3iii A common denominator of F 1 and F t is t . Therefore the2 1
w x w x w x2Q t -linear differential operator D: Q t “ Q t of order one with1
yt r20 2
D 1 s , D t s ,Ž . Ž .3 2 3ž /t ž /t t1 1 2
determines I. It is given by
a ayba bD P s D P yt D tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2ž /b
bFaF1
s PD 1 q › Pr› t yt D 1 q D tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
yt r20 2s P y t › Pr› t q › Pr› tŽ . 32 2 2 3ž /t ž /t t1 1 2
0 yt r2y t r2 › Pr› tŽ . 2 12 2s s P .Ž .33 ›r› tž /ž /ž / 2t 0t P 11
But the matrix
0 yt r22
3ž /t 01
3 Ž . 3is invertible modulo J since its determinant t t r2 mod J s yt r2 is1 2
Ž .invertible in k J s K [ Kt . Hence
1
P g I m D P ’ 0 mod J m P ’ 0 mod J .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .›r› tž /2
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The connection of Theorem 1 with M. Noether's Fundamentalsatz is the
y1Ž .following. The algebra C s S ArI in the proof of the theorem can be
replaced by the local algebra
C [ Sy1 ArJ mq 1 s A rJ mq 1Ž .J J J
with the maximal ideal m s J rJ mq 1 and the separable part L [J J J J
Ž . Ž . mq 1 qC ( A rJ . Since J A : U we obtainJ sep J J sep
Sy1M s M s AqrU s AqrJ mq 1Aq r UrJ mq 1Aq s C qrC UŽ . Ž . Ž .JJ J JJ J
and the monomorphism
q y1 qM s A rU “ S M s C rC U, ¤ q U ‹ ¤ q C U,J J J
qq mq1¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ g A , ¤ [ ¤ , . . . , ¤ g A rJ .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 q 1 q J J
In particular, the equivalence
¤ ’ 0 mod U m ¤ ’ 0 mod C U 27Ž . Ž . Ž .J
w xholds. V. d. Waerden 19, p. 69, p. 78 calls this equivalence M. Noether's
Fundamentalsatz or rather its generalization to arbitrary, not necessarily
q Ž Ž . .primary submodules U of A see 28 below . Its significance lies in the
 4fact that it reduces the membership problem ¤ g U to the simple
q 4K-linear algebra problem ¤ g C U since C is a finite-dimensional vec-J J
tor-space over K. Remark that today the membership problem can be
solved by means of Buchberger's Grobner basis algorithm. Obviously Eq.È
Ž .27 can be expressed as
¤ ’ 0 mod U m F ¤ q C U s 0Ž . Ž .J
y1 Ž . swhere F: S M ( A rJ is an arbitrary L -isomorphism. The simple,J J J
but decisive additional observation of Theorem 1 is that F is always a
K-linear differential operator which can be lifted to a B-linear differential
operator D: Aq “ As.
If U is an arbitrary submodule of Aq one first computes a primary
decomposition
q  4U s U J , Ass A rU J s JŽ . Ž .Ž .F
Ž .JgAss M
Ž . Ž .and then for each primary component U J a B J -linear differential
operator
D : Aq “ AsŽ J . , s J [ length AqrU J , such thatŽ . Ž .Ž .JJ A JJ
q <U J s ¤ g A ; D ¤ Var J s 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž .J
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Ž . w xwhere the polynomial algebra B J ; A s F t according to Theorem 1
depends on J. Then
¤ ’ 0 mod U m For all J g Ass M : ¤ ’ 0 mod C UŽ . Ž . Ž .J
<m For all J g Ass M : D ¤ Var J s 0. 28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J
The first equivalence is the most general form of Noether's Fundamental-
w xsatz 19, p. 78 , whereas the second contains the general existence of
w xnoetherian operators 16, pp. 174, 178 .
Remark 17. We discuss some further constructivity aspects of Algo-
w xrithms 12, 13, and 15 and refer to Vasconcelos' book 18 for the needed
effective computations. Noether normalization and primary decomposition
w xare discussed in loc.cit, Section 2.3 resp. Ch. 3 . Grobner basis computa-È
y1 w x Ž .w xtions over S A s K t s F z t can be reduced to those over A sII I II
w x w xF z , t loc. cit., p. 20 . Computations for the finite field extensionI II
K s F z ; k J s F z t , . . . , tŽ . Ž . Ž .I I dq1 n
Ž .w xare reduced to calculations in the polynomial algebra F z X in oneI
Ž .indeterminate X. The construction of the section s : k J ( C accord-sep
Ž .ing to Lemma 7 requires the inversion of elements in the unit group U C .
w x y1But if f g K t is not contained in the maximal ideal S J s KJ theII
Grobner basis algorithm yieldsÈ
w x w x mq 11 s gf q h g K t s K t f q KJ andII II
y1 w xgs f gCsK t rKI.Ž . II
Computations in and over the local Artin algebra
y1 w xC s S ArI s F z t rF z IŽ . Ž . Ž .I II I
w xare the subject of loc.cit, Ch. 4 , and make the calculations of the
algorithms of this paper effective.
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